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All the songs sound the same? New research
suggests that new pop music is louder, but has
fewer chords and less variation than older songs

All the songs DO sound the same: Modern
pop is louder, less varied, and uses less
chords than classic albums of 50s and 60s

Less variety in chords or melodies in songs released now
Analysis of half a million pop songs from 1955 to 2010
Songs in Fifties and Sixties had much more variation, claim researchers

By FIONA MACRAE
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It is a familiar complaint from those of a certain
age: today’s pop music is louder and all the
songs sound the same.

It turns out they are right.

Research shows that modern recordings are
louder than those of those of the 1950s and
60s.  They are also blander, with less variety in
terms of chords and melodies.

The finding, which will come as no surprise to all
those over the age of 35 or so, comes from
Spanish researchers who carried out a
computer analysis of the key features of almost
half a million  pop, rock and hip hop songs from
1955 to 2010.

This revealed today’s tracks to be louder.  The
researchers say this is because sound
engineers and producers are cranking up the
volume at the recording stage.

As a result, if two tracks are turned up to the
same volume at home, the more recent will
sound noisier.

This is thought to not simply due to better
recording equipment but an attempt to make
music that catches the attention and is suitable
for playing in discos.

The study, published in the journal Scientific
Reports, also found evidence that songs are
more similar than in the past.

The chords used and the changes between
chords are simpler, leading to the production of
music that  is easy on the ear but contains little variety.

Researcher Martin Haro, of Barcelona’s Pompeu Fabra University, said: ‘I think this is related to the
role of music.

‘Nowadays, it is more about relaxing, you don’t want to think about what the music is telling you.

‘In the 1950s and 60s, music was more artistic and for getting messages, things about politics,
across.

‘When the synthesiser was introduced, you had lots of bands like Pink Floyd that were experimenting
with different types of sound and chords, this was an experimental playground for them. 

‘Now it’s about dancing and relaxing, rhythm and energy, with groups and bands not so interested in
experimenting with sounds and chords.’
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The real thing? The experimentation of bands such as Pink Floyd (pictured playing in 1994), is in stark contrast
to today's blander music

The study also found that instruments fall in and out of fashion, depending on the sound of the time.
Wannabe musicians looking for a hit should turn to the past for inspiration, said the researcher Joan
Serra, of the Spanish National Research Institute.

Old tunes re-recorded with increased loudness, simpler chord progressions and different
instruments could sound new and fashionable. 

Professor Adrian North, a music psychologist, said: ‘There isn't much research out there on how
music should evolve, but what little there is argues that composers and performers are in a
continuing battle for the attention of listeners, and apparently tailor their music to achieve this. 

‘One way in which they can achieve this is by, for example, making their music progressively louder
over time, as seen in the research here. 

‘However, music can only get so loud before it becomes simply unlistenable, and so the same theory
argues that this is where musical styles begin to evolve: rather than making their music novel by
simply making it louder, performers and composers have to find new types of music, and so this is
how new musical styles come about.’
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YORKY LEEDS. My posts dont resemble english they ARE english.

- roy pryer, slough berks, 28/7/2012 21:21

The fact that pop has become more bland basically means it has become more kitsch, so better at having pop
potential. To anyone that cares about music this just means they must look beyond mainstream music that is pop
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which used to be richer. This article should not be understood as saying that music isn't what it used to be. It is too
easy to be horrified by new pop but there is plenty of new styles and artists flourishing, and not only lame
interpretations of artists of the past but true composers and artists trying to find their musical personality in a
musical world already well explored. Some change medium which has seen a rise of electronic music which
regardless of a lot of it being hard on the ears of those used to organic instruments is forward thinking. Others go
beyond what has already been done nevertheless drawing on the valid past contributions to music. These must not
be branded as uninspired rip-offs! Revisiting the past is extending it thanks to added experience.

- Spencer Bambrough, Mouans-Sartoux, France, 28/7/2012 16:10
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The fact that pop has become more bland basically means it has become more kitsch, so better at having pop
potential. To anyone that cares about music this just means they must look beyond mainstream music that is pop
which used to be richer. This article should not be understood as saying that music isn't what it used to be. It is too
easy to be horrified by new pop but there is plenty of new styles and artists flourishing, and not only lame
interpretations of artists of the past but true composers and artists trying to find their musical personality in a
musical world already well explored. Some change medium which has seen a rise of electronic music which
regardless of a lot of it being hard on the ears of those used to organic instruments is forward thinking. Others go
beyond what has already been done nevertheless drawing on the valid past contributions to music. These must not
be branded as uninspired rip-offs! Revisiting the past is extending it thanks to added experience.

- Spencer Bambrough, Mouans-Sartoux, France, 28/7/2012 16:08
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Would "Merc" and "Roy Prior" kindly resubmit their comments in something resembling English?

- Yorky, Leeds England, 28/7/2012 14:06
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Well it's only taken them how long to establish what most of us already know? There is NOTHING memorable about
any of todays contemporary pop acts. The likes of Tulisa, Dizzy Rascal, can you imagine anyone playing those
records in fifty years time and talking about them as classic and influential pieces of music? Everything in this
country has been dumbed down to feed the lowest common denominator. There are bands out there that are worth
listening to, Radiohead, Kate Bush, MUSE, to name but three but essentially popular music is absolutely dire, as for
the chord arrangements (or lack of) that's because most so called artists cannot play the piano, everything is
sequenced and quantized to within an inch of its life hence the horrible artificial or as some would describe, 'clinical
sound'.

- Nick, UK, 27/7/2012 23:50
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This is why today there are so many 60s tribute acts IE Bootleg Beatles Oasis counterfit stones etc.

- roy pryer, slough berks, 27/7/2012 21:18
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Just another symptom of societal devolution, along with reality TV and much "performance shock art." More
information and technological tools are at our disposal than at any time in history, yet we make poor decisions and
our art is simplistic. I used to wonder at our ability progress; now I just wonder how much longer society in its
current form can exist before there is some type of "culling of the herd." How much longer will biology deem our
existence worthwhile?

- Cliff Stern, Just the Other Side of Midnight, 27/7/2012 17:15
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Just another symptom of societal devolution, along with reality TV and much "performance shock art." More
information and technological tools are at our disposal than at any time in history, yet we make poor decisions and
our art is simplistic. I used to wonder at our ability progress; now I just wonder how much longer society in its
current form can exist before there is some type of "culling of the herd." How much longer will biology deem our
existence worthwhile?

- Cliff Stern, Just the Other Side of Midnight, 27/7/2012 17:14
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'Pop' is not modern as it is simply basic song form ( several millennia old ) in one of two diatonic modes ( last
coding by J S Bach - '48' - in the early eighteenth century ). Over that august, time - honoured structure is ladled an
excess of tawdry, garish persentation. That is what defines 'pop'. Before the days of mass - media ( pre - Edison,
Berliner, etc. ) some performers would trash the material for the easily - impressed, just as now, but were, rightly,
seen as novelty freaks - fun for a few seconds' distraction but, unlike now, could not profit substantially by their
silliness. If customers are happy with less substance and more filler it is unbusinesslike not to oblige. In 'pop' it is
the cheap, stock, unvarying mechanical, physical backing that sells, and performer hype, so that will be pushed via
ever cheaper backing machines.

- L. England., Leics. England., 27/7/2012 17:12
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Most modern pop music is skilled producers putting backings to throw-away lyrics using their box of tricks, dressed
up as the creations of the singers to make them look more talented than they are for the sake of worshipful fans.

- Brenda Blessed, Plymouth, England, 27/7/2012 17:09

Campbell wows as she
flaunts her toned body in
a two piece bikini while
holidaying in Ibiza
Puts the super in
supermodel

'My heart hurts so
much': Davina McCall's
beloved half-sister loses
her cancer battle
Tweeted the sad news
about Caroline

Thank goodness it
wasn't down the Rovers!
Kym Marsh's co-star
Beverly Callard throws
her a hen do to
remember
No hot pots in Marbs

Earth mother Jessica
Simpson covers up her
curves in a colourful
kaftan as she takes
baby Maxwell out for
lunch
Sticking to her strict diet

Tamara Ecclestone
shows off her curves in
a low cut dress as she
shops with sister Petra
More shopping!

Has Kris Smith moved
on from Dannii
Minogue? Model seen
'flirting' with Take Me
Out reject Sara
Beverley Jones
Split with singer after
three years

Batman Forever
producer Joel
Schumacher puts his
$9.5million California
property up for sale
The 72-year-old wants a
quick sale

Lovebirds Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis
cuddle up at airport as
they fly off to Bali
Heading for romantic five-
star getaway

Why can't everyone be
Clare Balding, asks JAN
MOIR
Broadcaster makes
everyone in her orbit
seem third rate

Weller never! Rock
and roll heiress Leah
shows off her figure in
cropped top and
hotpants
Paired her outfit with
black boots

Fifty Shades of Gold:
How the Australian
women's swimming
team are using the
popular erotic novel as a
relaxation tool

Shocked American TV
viewers watch as
Olympic water polo
player flashes her
breast underwater
Spain versus U.S. game

Get your best outfits
ready, Blair and Serena:
Fashionista Alexa
Chung joins the cast of
Gossip Girl
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Trying to break America?

It's sink or swim as
shirtless Tom Cruise
and Suri make a splash
at Disney World water
park
Actor is staying afloat in
the wake of split

Beckhams' briefs of
Dover! Picture of half
naked David beamed
onto iconic landmark to
welcome tourists
What a treat!

'I'd never say never!'
Mother-of-four Victoria
Beckham admits she's
open to having another
child with husband
David
Wants her own five-a-
side

That's one way to get
her to forgive you!
TOWIE's Arg shows up
on Gemma's doorstep
wearing just a thong and
a bow tie
Even sang soppy song

Sneak peek: Is this the
moment Doctor Who's
flame-haired assistant
Amy Pond bows out of
Time Lord show?
Eagerly awaited exit

Just like Mummy!
Danielle Lloyd's son
Harry shows off his
winning smile on family
night out
Harry certainly relishes
the spotlight!

Debut album of Amy
Winehouse's childhood
friend is released seven
years after the aspiring
singer died in car crash
Natasha Anastasiades
remembered

Promotion for
Breaking Dawn to go
'full steam ahead'
despite Robert
Pattinson's heartbreak
over Kristen Stewart
'cheating'
Set to begin in November

She just wants to go
home(land): Pregnant
Claire Danes looks
weary at airport after a
busy few weeks
With husband Hugh
Dancy

Night out with the
grandparents: Jack
Osbourne and fiancée
Lisa leave baby Pearl at
home for night out with
Sharon and Ozzy

Now, Jermaine
Jackson offers 'olive
branch' to feuding family
and says he's retracting
his signature from
controversial lawyer
letter

Still in the honeymoon
phase! Ellen Degeneres
and Portia de Rossi look
as in love as ever on
wedding anniversary
Tied the knot four years
ago
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'All I could think about
was killing myself': Teen
Mom's Farrah Abraham
on her depression
She turned to alcohol and
drugs to numb the pain

Going for gold! Mischa
Barton pays homage to
Team GB's Olympic
success in a
shimmering gold top
Well, she was born in the
UK

'Social workers
followed me to France to
snatch my baby'
After a landmark court
victory, a British mother
tells her harrowing story

I’ve met hundreds of
amazing women. But
Maeve Binchy was the
warmest, funniest and
most inspiring of all
JENNI MURRAY
remembers the author

Stick at it Jason! Segel
has still got a way to go
as he gets in shape for
Michelle Williams
Getting stuck in

When DOES a woman
feel at her sexiest? New
research says at 28 but
PAMELA STEPHENSON
begs to differ
She looks back on her
very colourful love life

Mid-life anorexia: The
pressure to look slim is
taking a worrying toll on
women in their 50s and
60s
Margaret and Ruth tell
their stories

No wonder she's
smiling! Lily Collins
looks radiant in red as
she leaves a meeting
clutching a script
Work is going from
strength to strength

'My mom's engaged!'
Sofia Vergara's son
shares video of the
moment Nick Loeb
popped the question
Precious moment

Walk like an Egyptian!
Rihanna flashes her
flesh in a leather bra and
gold skirt
Channels Cleopatra in
sexy snaps from her
summer tour

From shoes to
suitcases... Alessandra
Ambrosio's sky high
legs really can sell
anything
She's packing a good
look... as she advertises
luggage

Check me out! Slender
Minnie Driver is chic in a
tight vest and cropped
trousers as she heads
to lunch
Bet she went for the salad

Meet my girls! Make-
up free Oprah Winfrey
shows off her wig
collection
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Thanks for that!

Kate Beckinsale snaps
up the limelight in
dramatic crocodile skin
dress at Total Recall
premiere...
As Jessica Biel is pretty in
pink

Whitney Houston's
lover Ray J 'overcome'
as he returns to the
hotel where she died
Promoting his new TV
show

Smiling Snooki shows
off her pregnancy glow
at book signing
Looked relaxed and
happy in New Jersey

'I love eating:' Daisy
Lowe opens up about
her healthy appetite and
body image
Says being surrounded
by skinny models can
make her feel big

Next may be bigger
than M&S - but I fear it's
sold its soul
It's all about dressing
women for leisure rather
than work, writes LIZ
JONES

My last work flight!
Pregnant Vanessa
Minnillo teams a maxi
dress with compression
tights
Seen walking through
JFK airport

Police speed to home
of Miley Cyrus, but
home invasion call
deemed a prank
The Special Weapons
and Tactics team arrived
guns drawn

Truth About Scientology
You’ve heard the controversy. Now Get The Facts. Watch
Online Videos!
Scientology.org

Prime Studio GmbH
Recording, Mixing, Mastering THX® Certified mix studio
www.primestudio.at

Master Chord Theory
The Chord Wheel: The Ultimate Tool for All Musicians.
Pro Recommended.
www.ChordWheel.com

Ads by Google:

GADGET REVIEWS
Review - Parrot ZIK headphones

These wireless beauties boast
some of the best sound quality this
side of Ibiza, transforming your ears
into a dance floor one minute, or
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concert auditorium the next.

 
Review - Atomic Floyd SuperDarts

There's nothing worse than a bad
pair of earphones. No fret. These
fab Atomic Floyd SuperDarts are
here to save your ears from cheap
ear 'phoneys'. But it will cost you.

 
Nike's brand new FuelBand

'If you have a body, you are an
athlete'; it's the principle upon which
Nike was founded. This product
more than most encapsulates that.

 
Scosche myTrek Wireless Pulse Monitor

Monitors your pulse and sends real-
time data via wireless to its app on
your iPhone and iPod Touch

 
Braun Oral-B Triumph 5000 Electric
Toothbrush

The toothbrush with a wireless
SmartGuide that tells you how well
you've cleaned your teeth.
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Watch tonight's light show
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London Eye

BirdsEye
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Breaks with BirdsEye

Clinique's 3-Step
System
The best things in life
come in 3. Click for your
chance to WIN a years
supply of Clinique’s 3-
step system >
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